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WIMP : Promising dark matter candidate 

Ωh2 ~ 0.12 <σWIMPv> ~ 3×10-26 cm3/s
Observed value:
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WIMP mass ~weak scale

Bullet ClusterGalaxy rotation curves Gravitational lens

- The WIMP has been explored through direct, indirect and collider searches. However,  
  any clear signal of WIMPs is not found yet. 
- There exists some long standing cosmological problems with WIMPs. 

Introduction
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 “Cusp-Core”
Small Scale Problems

 “Too Big To Fail”

 “Missing Satellites”
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Simulation with CDM shows cusp profile while 
the observation of the rotation curves of the spiral 
galaxies found relatively flat density profile.  

Subhalos obtained by simulations 
with CDM is too dense to host the 
bright satellites.

Predicted number of the subhalos in the 
local group is an order of magnitude 
more  than the  number of the observed 
satellites.

Introduction
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Self-Interacting Dark Matter X

X

χ

χ

Elbert et al. (2015)

σ / Mχ ~ 0.5 - 5 cm2/g

・interacts with forces other than gravity.

- Simulations of SIDM have shown that SIDM with

 Bullet cluster: σ / Mχ ≲ 1 cm2/g Randall et al. (2008)

- The upper bound on the self-interacting cross section

Randall et al. (2008)can solve the small scale problems.

Galaxy cluster  Abell 3827:

σ / Mχ = 1 - 3cm2/g

Off-set of 1.62 kpc between the center of the dark matter sub-halo 
and the galaxy is measured with 3.3σ confidence level.

Kahlhoefer et al. (2015)

- Another implication of SIDM  

Introduction
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Large self-interaction: σ / Mχ ~  0.1-1 cm2/g

WIMP →  σ / Mχ ~ 10−14 cm2/g

5

Introduction

 - Understanding such a large self-interaction of dark matter with typical WIMPs  
    may be difficult. 

Beyond the standard WIMP picture.
 Strongly Interacting Massive Particle (SIMP)

3→2 process
X

X

χ

χ
χ

n2
�h�v2i3!2 = H

Teq: the matter-radiation equality temperature ~1 eV 
αeff : the effective strength of the self-interaction

m� ⇠ ↵e↵(T
2
eqMpl)

1/3 ⇠ 100MeV

Hochberg, Kuflik, Volansky and Wacker, PRL113 (2014)
- The SIMP DM freeze out through 3 to 2 process.

e.g.) 
Z3 symmetric model

S. M. Choi and H. M. Lee, JHEP1509 (2015)
3→2 self-interaction 
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Forbidden DM 

6

mDM < mY

Y

χ

χ
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- The thermally averaged annihilation cross  
   sections are not exactly zero. 

- The DM annihilate into the heavier states 
   (Forbidden channels).

D'Agnolo and Ruderman, PRL115.061301 (2015)
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1) forbidden annihilations:

2) self-interactions: 4) direct detection:

3) indirect detection:
m < m�d
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1) forbidden annihilations:

2) self-interactions: 4) direct detection:

3) indirect detection:
m < m�d

Forbidden channel

Self-interaction

- The annihilation cross sections are suppressed by 
the Boltzmann factor, thus the required order of the 
magnitude of the coupling should be larger than the 
WIMP case.  $
- In the forbidden region, the relic density 
exponentially increases.

Forbidden region

simple example:

Introduction
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- If the DM stabilizing symmetry is larger than Z2 ,  a multicomponent DM system 
  can be realized.

ZN (N ≧ 4) 
a product of two or more Z2’s   
    :

e.g.)

Multi-component DM

Double Disk Dark Matter Fan, Katz, Randall and Reece, 
Phys. Dark Univ.2 (2013), PRL110 (2013)- If the second dark matter component is sub-dominant and 

  has large self-interaction, it may form a disk like the normal  
  matter. 
- Different properties for indirect and direct detection of DM  
  would emerge.

ordinary DM $
DDDM

● Model with Z4 symmetry
-   m2 > m1 +m1 

-   m2 < m1 +m1                     

χ2 →χ1 χ1          

2 stable particles  
SM (Z4=0)

X1 (Z4=1)X1* (Z4=−1)

X2 (Z4=2)
1 stable particle

Introduction
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Model
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Model

- A remnant Z4 symmetry remains after the U(1)D symmetry breaking. 
- The χ can be a dark matter candidate.  
- If ms < 2mχ is satisfied, S is a second dark matter component.

Model extended with the hidden U(1)D gauge symmetry

complex scalar

inert complex scalar

- The matrix of the kinetic terms is diagonalized within good approximation with

 mZ’ << mZ
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Model

- Masses :

- BBN constraint : The lifetime of sR should be longer than ~0.1s.
κ ≳ 3 MeV

- DM particles :   sI,　χ 

where S= (sR + isI)/√2
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Model
- Mixing between Φ and Σ :

h : SM-like Higgs boson (mh =125 GeV) 
H: Dark Higgs boson

The current bound is given by  sinα ≲0.01 for mH ≲�5 GeV.

- The h invisible decay :  

- The mixing angle :

Schmidt-Hoberg, Staub, Winkler, PLB727 (2013)
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Relic Density
- We consider two-component dark matter composed of sI  and χ  with the mass 
hierarchy 

- We can neglect the mass difference between sR and sI when the relic density of 
the dark matter is computed. 
!
- The S is regarded as a complex scalar particle because sR and sI are thermalized 
in the early universe. 
!
- Boltzmann equations
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Forbidden channels

Relic Density

- The thermally averaged annihilation cross section can be written 
with the opposite process as

X = Z’ or H ,    gZ’ = 3,  gH = 1 ,   ΔX=( mX − mS ) /mS ,  ZS= mS /T 

λΣS, λΦS

SS† → Z’Z’ 

SS†  → HH 

 -                     is suppressed by the small kinetic mixing or the Higgs mixing.
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-  Processes with the h and H mediations are regarded as sub-dominant with  
     λΦχ ,  λΣχ  << 1.

Relic Density

- When the Z’ gauge boson mass is light enough, the relic density of χ is almost 
determined by gD and mχ  for fixed                            .  

χχ → HH

χχ → Z’Z’ 

χχ → SS 

Annihilation channels into the particles in the dark sector

- The annihilation cross section is 
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Relic Density
Parameter space reproducing the relic density of χ
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Relic Density
Contours generating the observed relic density

- The decrease in the cross section due to heavier mS must be compensated by the reduction 
   of ΔZ’. 

- The thermally averaged cross section is roughly scaled as                                                       .
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Self-interaction of DM

  The effective self-interacting cross section :

- Only the Higgs couplings contribute to the self-interacting cross section.

- The required value of the self-interacting cross section is scaled by the fraction  
  of the sI  component in the total dark matter relic density. 
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Effective Self-interacting Cross Section

Self-interaction of DM
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mχ = 5 GeV,    ΔH = 1.1

19

mχ = 400 GeV,    ΔH = 1.1

Self-interaction of DM
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mχ = 5 GeV,    ΔH = 1.005 

mχ = 400 GeV,    ΔH = 1.005 

Self-interaction of DM

  The Z’ mass should be mZ’ < 2mSI  (ΔZ’ < 1). 
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Indirect Detection
- The energetic e± are produced through the annihilation 

- The annihilation cross section are strongly constrained by the AMS-02 
positron observation.

.

- In order to apply this bound for our case, we 
define the effective cross section into e+e−e+e− 

Ibarra, Lamperstorfer and Silk, PRD89 (2014).

- The constraints on the annihilation cross 
sections for the specific channels are obtained 
in 

e + e - H E > 10 GeV L
m + m - H E > 10 GeV L
t + t - H E > 10 GeV L
b b H E > 10 GeV L
W + W -H E > 10 GeV L

thermal
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The bound is obtained by assuming the

Einasto profile and the MED propagation model.

- The obtained bound should be regarded as a conservative bound.
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conservative bound :
- The χ with mχ = 5 GeV is excluded. 
- For mχ = 400 GeV, the larger fχ would be excluded.

Ibarra, Lamperstorfer and Silk, 
PRD89, no. 6 (2014)

Indirect Detection
The effective cross section into e+e−e+e−
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- XENON10   σDD << 10-38 cm2  at mDM ~100 MeV

 - The spin independent cross section:

The experimental sensitivity can reach to the order of σDD ~ 10-43 cm2 in future.

Direct Detection
Lighter DM  sI

- The mSI is a few MeV to several hundred MeV.  
- It would be difficult to detect it via direct detection with nuclei.  
    → a chance to explore via direct detection with electron.

 ~ 10-45 cm2

Essig, Mardon and Volansky, PRD85 (2012)

The effective spin-independent cross section :

- Under the assumptions  λΦχ ,  λΣχ  << 1, the Z’ gauge boson  
  contribution is dominant. 

 In this case, the upper bound on the kinetic mixing εγ is obtained.

Heavier DM χ
- The elastic scattering for χ with a proton :
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- Relic Density and Self-interaction

→  mZ’ < 1 GeV

-  mZ’ ≳ several hundred MeV
can be tested by the SHiP experiment. 

Direct Detection

- The upper region of the black lines    
  are excluded by the direct detection 
  experiments.

The upper bound on  the kinetic mixing
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Summary
- We have considered the model extended with the hidden U(1)D gauge symmetry. 

- The phenomenology of the two dark matter components has been discussed.

- The relic density:
sI : the forbidden channels into the Z’ and the extra dark Higgs boson H
χ : the normal annihilation channel into the Z’ gauge boson 

- The sI can generate a large self-interacting cross section to solve the small scale 
  problems.

- The constraints of indirect detection and direct detection:

- The mass of χ should be larger than electroweak scale. 

- The model can be tested by the SHiP future experiment  
    if  mZ’ > 200 MeV and εγ > 10-8.


